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otherwise.
Copyright Information
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PUZZLE
By Jeremiah Farrell

ACROSS

DOW

1 Homophone of 26 Across
5 Government A g t
9 Gamer's wish
10 Gwyneth Paltrow title role
18 East Indian tree (also called nim)
12 French nothing
13 Apt arrangement cP the letters sf
66MartinGardner9'
15 Old time number
16 Omni, once
22 To encompass
23 Muslim prince
24 Add-on that makes smaller
25 Small South American monkey
26 Hamophone of 1 Across
27 West of Nod?

1 Ex-Chinese Header who was an expert in bridge
2 German river
3 A Death in the F~mikjrauthor
4 Digital root, for one
5 What most reals don9$do
6 In Arabic time it would be palindromic
'7 Flock cry
8 Logic gate
14 Spanish relative
16 Not young
1'7 Ceremony
18 Art deco artist
19 Upset M D in the center of things
20 Tiny arachnid
21 Gray or Moran

Another puzzle: How does the word play in this puzzle relate to Armand T. a n g e r ?

